Evaluate
Matter budgeting & pricing for law firms

The pricing & planning challenge
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Increasing client, regulatory, revenue and cost
pressures mean that law firms now more than ever
have to properly price, plan and manage complex
matters seamlessly, yet intuitively, to maintain both
client expectations and profitability.

“We need to
analyse our results
more quickly”
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Evaluate
Launched by DW Reporting in response to client requests, Evaluate, is a next generation
legal matter planning, pricing and cost management solution tailored to the requirements
of fee earners and law firm management teams throughout the lifecycle of a matter.
Evaluate ensures that legal teams are able to plan, manage and monitor all matters from
both a financial, regulatory & customer perspective.
Simplicity is the core to Evaluate and it provides legal teams with intelligent and intuitive
dashboards that provide the essential information to map, plan, monitor and track matters
without the need for extensive training or systems management.
Furthermore, Evaluate is an agnostic, standalone
solution that works seamlessly with existing legal
business applications and is flexible enough
to work alongside ever changing business
requirements.
Evaluate provides law firms with an end-to-end
solution for coherently budgeting and managing
the key assets of the business, legal matters.
Evaluate puts the management of matters back
in the hands of the individuals who need it most.
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Focused on driving business value.
No training requirements.
Built in scenario analysis.
Works with multiple PMS & other business systems.
Leverage current and historical information.
Trackers and alerts on all matters.
Report on all managed matters.
Works alongside marketing, NBI and other processes.
Underpinned by a dedicated MS SQL data warehouse.
A customisable framework based on Microsoft.
Multicurrency and jurisdictional attributes.
Immediate benefits and ROI.

@DWReporting #drivenbydata

“We need a
system to assess
how well the firm
is performing”
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“We need to give our
fee earners access to
better information”

